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A SYSTEM OF GRAPH GRAMMARS WHICH GENERATES ALL




　　The aim of this paper is to prove that the system of simple graph grammars
(Einfache Graph-Grammatiken) in［1］is complete. A graph grammar is ａ gener-
alization of ａ Chomsky-grammar which defines ａ graph language, i.e。ａ language
composed of ａ set of directed graphs with labelled nodes and arcs。　Ａ system of
graph grammars is said to be complete if it satisfies the following property:　For
each finite set T of labels, the class of all graph languages over T defined by graph
grammars of the system　is identical with the class of ail recussively enumerable
sets of labelled graphs over T. Where ａ set of labelled graphs over T is recursively
enumerable if the associated set of integers by ａ Godel numbering from the label-
led graphs over T into the integers is recursively enumerable｡
　　Several authors have introduced their system of graph grammars (e･ｇ.［11，［21，
［31，［41，［51，［6j，［7］）。However they did not refer to the　completeness　of　their
systems｡
　　The system of simple graph grammars was introduced ｉｎ［1］as ａ subsystem
of the system in ［2］。In this paper we modify the definition of the system in the
following manner: Ａ production of our system is an ordered triple（Ｋ，Ｆ，Ｋ’）ｗｈｉｃｈ
consists of two labelled graphs 瓦Ａ７ and ａ ｏｎｅ･tｏ･onefunction Ｆ from ａ set of
nodes of 瓦tｏ ａ set of nodes of K'. If iK, F, m is ａ production, and if K occurs
in a labelled graph G, then the production is　applicable to G, and the effect of the
application is to replace an occurrence of K in G by 瓦へ　The function Ｆ specifies
the embedding of 瓦７into the remainder of removing K from Ｇ; if ａ node n' of K'
is the image of ａ node n of K, thenがis put upon the trace of n in the remainder.
This is illustrated by Figure O。
　　The formal definitions of labelled graphs and several concepts with labelled
graphs are given in the first section of this paper. The definition of simple graph
grammars is given in the second section. In the third section it is proved that the
system of simple graph grammars is complete.　The final section gives ａ generaliza-



















　Production (if, F, K').　straight lines represent arcs.
Circles /，房，馬μ，7がａｎｄがrepresent nodes。 Dotted
arrows represent the function Ｆ from 仏訳，渇七〇{/', m',
がｙ
　　　Ｇ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ぶ
S is the remainder of removing K from Ｇ.
G’
　Dotted
circ］Lesrepresent the traces of the nodes /，m, n of Ｋ. 　Ｇ'
is the result of applying the production （Ｋ，Ｆ，Ｋ'）tｏ Ｇ.
　　　　　　　　　　Fig. 0.
　　In the following we list the notations of set theory and theory of formal languages
which we will ｕsｅ。
　　lfπ(（)iｓ a proposition concerning ｚ，then the symbol
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　伊け(ｙ)}
denotes the set of those elements ｊ for which the proposition π(ｚ)is true. The
union and the diffeｒｅｎｃｅofsets A and B are denoted respectively by AHB and
ｊ一瓦　The symbol o is used to denote the 召脚部ys乱　Ａｎθ?･zred n-tuple is
denoted by the symbol (jl，ち…, Xn). The membership relation is denoted by E。
ＡだI ation is ａ set of ordered pairs. Aかnet ion is ａ rｅ】ation/ such that for every
２;and for every pair !/，が伊,!/)ぴand (x,y')&f implies Z/＝が. If / is a function
from ｊ onto B, then A is called the 心房?ｇ of y; written dom(/), and then B is
called the ｒａｎｇｅof y; written rng(/)。If y is a function and ｚ is an element of
dom(/), then the value of / for the argument 2; is denoted by /(が)。If / is a
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function from A to B and Ｊ is a function from 方tｏ Ｃ，then the function /z from
λtｏ Ｃ such that for every ｊ in ｊ み(わ＝ｇ(ブ(（))is denoted by ｇソ
　　Anａｌｐｈａｈｅtis a finite set of symbols。 Ａｓtｒｉｎｇover an alphabet is a finite
string composed of symbols from the alphabet. The symbol ｓ denotes the empty
string.　Ａ Chomsky-grammar is an ordered triple (Ｔ，　Ｓ，　Ｐ)inwhich 7 is an
alphabet, S an symbol not in T and Ｐ ａ finite set of expressions of the form s→れ
where s is ａ string with at most one symbol not in T and j is any string。If t, u
and zﾀare strings, and if s is ａ nonempty string, then the string utv is said to be
心だctly deriveぱ from the string usv according to s一吋.　The ｌａｎｇｕａｇｅｄ ｆｉｎｅｄby
the Chomsky-grammar cr, 5, P) is the set of ail strings ｇ over T satisfying that
there exists a finite sequence So, Si,…, Sn of　strings such that So is 5, Sn is w and
瓦＋1is directly derived from Ｓｉaccording to some element in Ｐ for j＝0,1，…，万一1.
The fact that 心油廻心rsive句心umerable set of strings overのt alphabet is a
Zのz一隅収j所斑?d by some Chomsky･grammar is well known.
　　1. Labelled Graphs
　　Definition １.1. Ａ ｐａｒHall'i labelled ｇｒaph　＼s an ordered sextuple (N, A, ds,
恥λ４，尨）ｗheｒｅ Ｎ　ａnd ｊ are finite sets, ∂ｓ and dt are functions from ｊ to N, and
/in andλz are functions such that ｄｏｍ（恥）iｓ ａ subset of N and ｄｏｍ（λa) is ａ subset
ofλ　Ａ partially labelled graph (N, ｊ，∂ｓ，∂。れ,心）iｓ said to be 卯びan alphabet
乃if ｒｎｇ（ｋ）ａｎｄrng(λ。) are subsets of Ｔ｡
　　Let Ｇ be ａ partially labelled graph （況凡∂s，a。A?t)
Aa)。The elements of
ｙ
are called the ｎｏｄｅｓof Ｇ。The elements of ｊ are called the どzだsof G.　If a is an
αｇ of G, then the ｇθ心∂げα）iｓ called the ｓａｍ･of a and the node 融Tα）iｓ called
the target of a. If n is the source or the traget of an arc a, then ｇ is said to be
ｉｎｃｉｄｅｎtwith a and a is said to ｂｅ　ｉｎｃｉｄｅｎtwithn. The nodes in ｄｏｍ（れ）ａｒｅ
said to be ｌａｂｅｌｌｅｄ，　ａnd the nodes in　N- dom （恥）ａｒｅ said to beｕｎｌａｈｅｌｌｅｄ.ｴ
Similarly, the arcs in ｄｏｍ（λ。)are said to be /必ぷed, and the arcs in ｊ －ｄｏｍ（:八）
are said to ｂｅ　ｕｎｌａＵｌｌｅｄ.ｴForeach labelled node n, the value λn(n) ofλII is called
the labelof n。Similarly, for each labelled arc ａ， the value 尨（めof尨iｓ called
the label ofα。
　　Definition 1.2. A partially labelled graph
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(yvに4, ds,∂i>ATI,Aa)
is a /αbelledgraph if and only if dom(μ)＝Ｎａnd ｄｏｍ(λ)＝え　The labelledgraph
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(0,0,0,0,0,0)
is called the empty graph, and denoted by 恥
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　　Definition Ｌ３. Let Ｇ and Ｇ’ be two labelled graphs
　　　　　　　　　(N, A, ds, dt, ^n,λa) and iN', A', 9s', dt',λｊ，λj）
respectively。If there is ａ pair fn, fa〇f functions such that八is ａ one-to･one func-
tion from ｙ onto 7＼だ，八is ａ one-to-one function from A onto A' ds'・八＝八〇ゐ，
aﾊﾞ・石＝八・dt, Xn =λｙ・fn andλα＝λｊ・fa, then Ｇ is said to be iｓｏｍｏＹｐＭｃ　toG, and
also, G and びare said to be f郭揖好み翫
　　We define the concept of partitions of labelled graphs。 For example, consider
the labelled graph Ｇ as shown in Figure 1.1. If we remove the subgraph K from
G, then the partially labelled graph S remains, where unlabelled nodes of S represent
the traces of labelled nodes of 瓦Ｉ　Conversely, G is obtained by connecting suitably





　　Formally we define the following ｗａｙ:
　　Definition Ｌ ４，Let K be a labelled graph
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(Ａび,yび,a汽ぷ汽λｊ,λ♂)
and Ｓ ａ partially labelled graph
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(Ｎｓ，Ａｓ，恥ｓ，恥ｓ，λ貳λ♂)
without un labelled arc such that ＮＩ゛ｎＮｓ＝Ｏand ｊｘｎyＰ＝O。Ac心が治産 between 瓦
and S is ａ one-to･one function from the set of all unlabelled nodes of S to the＆ｅtＮＫ
of labelled nodes of 瓦。If / is ａ coupling between 瓦and S，and if a labelled graph





　　　　　　　ゐ＝ゐｓ－{(α,反)|(αＪ)∈ゐｓand ａ is an uniabelied node of S}
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　　　　　　　　　U{(ａ汀匯))l(αＪ)∈∂ｊ and ｇ is an unlabelled node of Ｓ}
　　　　　　　　　Ｕ∂／，
　　　　　　9t＝9ｔＳ－{(ａ，　ｎ)|{α,n)£dt^ and 7zis an uniabelled node of S}
　　　　　　　　　Ｕ{匯/(ｇ))にa, n)edt^ and ｇ is an unlabelled node of S}
　　　　　　　　　Ua一，
　　　　　　　　　　　　　恥＝λ♂Ｕλ♂　and　λα＝λＪＵλ'J,
then the ordered triple (Ｋ，Ｓ，　f)iｓcalled ａ ｓimple　paｒtitｉｏｎof H, and K and Ｓ are






Fig。1.2 (a) denotes ａ simple partition ｏｆ（b）.　In (a)
　　　　　dotted arrows represent the coupling between 瓦
　　　　　and Ｓ.
　　2. Simple Graph Grammars
　　Definition 2,1. A simple♪rodudion is an ordered tripleiKi, F, Kz) where瓦
and K2 are labelled graphs, 垣iｓ not the empty graph, and Ｆ isａ one-to-one function
from ａ set of nodes of 垣tｏ the set of nodes of 垣。Ki, iL and Ｆ are calledrespec･
tively the /gμ加rnel, theバ加丿加回ｄ and the embedding of the simple production
(垣，石垣)，




　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　{(0, ex a, D), (2,E)), {(0, Y), (1, Z)))
respectively and let 垣be the empty graph ｓ。Consider the simple productions (K1，
瓦，垣)，(垣，凡,垣)，(垣，瓦,垣)ａｎｄ(瓦1，瓦,垣)ｗherｅ凡ａｎｄ瓦ａrｅ the func-














corresponding diagrams are as shown in Figure 2. 1.
　　Definition 2.2. A labelled graph G2 is 海洋ｄ印面バ阿j from ａ labelled graph
Gi according to ａ simple production (Ky, F, K2) if there exist simple partitions （瓦1，
S, fi) of G, and CK2, S, f2) Of G2 vSUCll that ｒng（石）＝ｄｏｍ（Ｆ）ａｎｄＦ・九＝ル　A
labelled graph G is derived from a labelled graph H according to ａ set Pot simple
productions if there exists a finite sequence Hq, Hi,…, Hn of labelled graphs such
that Hn is H, Hn is Ｇ，and Hi。1 is directly derived from Hi according to some simple
production in ？ for f＝0,1，…,n―l.
　　Definition 2.3. Ａがmple graがりμ尉nmar over an alphabet T is an ordered
triple (Ｔ，　Ｓ，Ｐ）in which S is ａ symbol not in T and Ｐ is a finite set of simple
productions whose left kernels are not over Ｔ。
　　In the following, we identify isomorphic labelled graphs。
　　Definition 2.4. 1f S is ａ simple graph grammar (T, S, P), then the set of all
the labelled graphs over the alphabet ７ that are derived　from　the　labelled　graph,
which consists only of one node with the label S, according to the set ？ of simple
productions is called the ｇ刈)□四部ａｍ　ｄｅｆｉｎｅｄbyＳ; it is denoted by £（Ｓ）。
　　］［f（Sis ａ simple graph grammar, then the graph language defined by @ is a
countable set, since isomorphic labelled graphs are identified。
　　For each string ｊ１，j2，…,Am, the labelled graph
こ⑤
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1ｓcalled the ｇｒaph･ｅｘpｒｅｓｓｉｏｎ〇fthe string。
　　The following example explains the translation of Chomsky-grammars to simple
graph grammars.
　　Example 2.2. Consider the Chomsky-grammar
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　({A, B), SバS→ｓ，Ｓ→ASB}},
and simple productions Pi, P2, Pz and力4 as shown in Figure 2.2. The pair Pi, p2
corresponds to S→£, and the pair p2,,♪４corresponds to S→jS瓦　Then the graph
language defined by the simple graph grammar














　　1t is generalized 3.S the following proposition:
　　PbO POSITION 2. 1. For each Chomsky-ｇｒａｍｍａバ£。Ｔｈｅｒｅ　ｅｘiｓtｓ ａｓimple ｇｒaph
ど心四回r c such that thり萍勁Z四部age I(@)ｄｅｆｉｎｅｄ　b3?c cons isμげ?晦伺りみ-
ｅｘpｒｅｓｓｉｏｎｓｏﾁﾞｓ出題ｓ　in　the　ｌａｎｇｕａｇｅLCc) defined by g。
　　3. The Completeness of the System of Simple Graph Grammars
　　Throughout this section we identify isomorphic labelled graphs, and we assume
that each set of nodes is ａ set of positive integers。
　　Definition ３よ　The ｒepｒｅｓｅｎtｉｎｇ　ｔａｉｆofａ node がof a labelled graph is the
ordered pair (n, A), in which j is the label of ふ　Thｅ 　ｒepｒｅｓｅｎtｉｎｇ　ｓｅｘtｕｐｌｅof
an arc a of a labelled graph is the ordered sextuple （肌ふα，μが, C) in which 附
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ａｎｄ夕2are the source and the traget of ，7respectively, ｊ and Ｃ are the labels of 撰
and n respectively, and B is the label of ふ





lfβis ａ representing pair of the form (n, A?), then /3denotes the string
22…2j°
二回
　　Definition 3.2. If ≪1,≪2>…，αΓ　isａ sequence without repetition of all the
representing sextuples of　arcs of a labelled graph Ｇ and β1，β2，…，βsis ａ sequence
without repetition of ail the representing pairs of nodes of Ｇ，then the string
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ai≪2-'･a?7･β1β2･‥βｓ
is called ａｓtｒifiiひｅｘｐｒｅｓｓｉｏｎ〇fG。The empty string is the string-expression of
the empty graph.
　　ＰＲＯＩ)ｏsITloN3パ1.が(i fsαChomsky-がnmmar such that the I四gmge£((i)
j反面?り(i is a set of画面ｇ一心pressions ojり涌ぷed graphs, then thenロズ?ｓα
が用からgraph gram用心り弓such that
　　(a) eueりs仔細gin L(Si)ｔｓａ ｓtｒｉｎｇ一回pres si四分sａ四回abelled graph in L(0),
　　　　四ｊ
　　(b) everバ涌ぷed graph in£((弓)haｓ　ａ　ｓtｒiｔぽexpressionin L(R)。
　　Proof. Let £ be ａ Chomsky-grammar such that the language £(O defined
bｙ(i is ａ set of string-expressions of labelled graphs over an alphabet T and let@o
be a simple graph grammar (To，S,八), in which
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　To={ぶ)μ∈T)U{1,2,E},
such that the graph language £((Ξ5o)denned by c0 consists of all the graph･expres-
sions of strings in £(○。The existence of such @0 is assured by proposition 2.1.
Ｌｅt八, P2 and P3 be the sets of simple productions as shown in Figure 3.1, Figure
3.２ and Figure 3.3 respectively. We may assume tha七the symbols 1', 2' andぷ，
for ｊ in T, are not contained in any kernels of simple productions in Pq, and
　　　　　　　　　aA゜μ∈r}U{yl'|i4eT}U(l,2,び,2',£:,S})∩７＝O。
Set
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　c = (T, S,八Ｕ八Ｕ乃Ｕ乃)。
A]system of graph grammars which
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set Pi of　simple　productions. A, B and Ｃ



















3,2 The set 乃of simple productions.










　 　 　 　 Ｚ－ 〃










The set ？3 of simple productions。
from T.
??
We shall prove（ａ）ａｎｄ（b）。LetG be a labelled graph over T as shown in Figure









Fig. 3.4　Labelled graph Ｇ.　Ai is the label of　thenode
　　　　　　iof G for £=1,2,…洋　straight lines represent
　　　　　　arcsof Ｇ。
For each representing sextuple α　ofan arc ａ of Ｇ of the form (m, A,α,B, n, O,
let a denote the following labelled graph:
洲Ｄ分レ分秒…仰俯）
惣4- 1 ｇトＩ
For each representing pair βof ａ node ﾀz of Ｇ of the form (n, A), letｊ denote










Ｆｉｇ。3.6　straight lines represent arcs with labels in ７ and
　　　　　each dotted square represents the　remainder of
　　　　　HiK iz is the sum of the number of arcs whose
　　　　　source is ２ and the number of arcs whose target
　　　　　is 2.
Ｌ。。。．ｊ
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be a string expression of Ｇ where 匈iｓａ representing sextuple for i=l,2,…げand
βi　iｓａ representing pair for j＝1，2,…，ｓ。LetH be the graph-expression of the
strmg-expression
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　≪1≪2"･ａΓβ1β2‥･βｓ，
and let 瓦be labelled graph of the form
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　≪i do…　&Γβ1β2…　βｓ。
Then Hi is derived from Ｈ: according to 八。lf(1,ｊ.1)iｓ the representing pair
of the node ｌ of Ｇ，then Hi is of the form as shown in Figure 3.5. Hence, the


















　　　　　　and each dotted square represents the remainder
　　　　　　of瓦．　らis the sum of the number of arcs whose


















? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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If (2,A2) is the representing pair of the node ２ of Ｇ，tｈｅｎ橘11ｓof the form
as shown in Figure 3.6, so that the labelled graph 瓦2 in Figure 3.6 is derived
from ｊ７１２according to 乃。In this way we get the labelled graph 瓦ａｓ shown in






Clearly the labelled graph Ｇ is derived from Hz according tｏ乃。Therefore Ｇ is
derived from If according tｏ八Ｕ乃Ｕ乃。Thus the condition（ａ）holdｓ。Itis easily
seen that for each labelled graph 亙in£（So），theｒｅexists uniquely a labelled graph
Gin£（Ｓ）ｓｕch that G is derived from H according to 乃Ｕ乃Ｕ乃。Conversely, for
each labelled graph Ｇ in L(@), there exists a labelled graph H　in £（So）ｓｕchthat
G is derived from if according tｏ乃Ｕ乃Ｕ乃。Therefore the condition （b）holdｓ。
This completes the proof｡
　　From the above proposition we are able to deduce the main result。
　　Theoeem。For each alf.心細the classが?Z掬回心?jy四脚merable sets of
/必ぷed graphsり回心加?顛浦河α?油にlass of allが卯み1四部age defined by
simple graph grammars over the alphabet aﾀﾊﾞ＆??。
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　　Proof, It is clear that a graph language defined by ａ simple graph grammar
is recursively enumerable set of labelled graphs over an alphabet Ｔ。Then the set
E of all the string-expressions of labelled graphs in £iｓrecursively enumerable,
and so there is ａ Chomsky-grammar (i such that the language defined by (i is the
ｓｅtＥ'。Therefore, by virtue of proposition 3.1, there existsａsimple graph gram-
mar ｅ such that
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　£(ｅ)＝£｡
　　4. General Productions
　　In our system of simple graph grammars, a simple production consists of two
kernels which are labelled graphs and an embedding which is ａpartial fuction from
the　set　of　nodesof　the left kernel to the set of nodes of the right kernel.　This
can be generalized in the following way; we allow the embedding of a production
to be ａ だZαtionbetween the set of nodes of the left kernel and the set of nodes
of the right kernel. If (K, R, KO is such ａ production and K occurs in a labelled
graph Ｇ，then the application of the production is to replace an occurrence of K
in G by Ｋ’such that if g is an arc of the remainder of removing the occurrence
of K from Ｇ and has been incident with ａ node ﾀz of K, thenαis connected with
some node がof K' which satisfies（Ｍ｡個｡1）∈瓦　Moreover,we allow the kerne! of ａ
production to　be partially labelled graphs without　unlabelled　arc. Then such ａ
production may be regarded as ａ version of ａ Schneider･Ehrig's production in［71，
since ａ labelled partialgraph in［7］may be interpreted as ａ partiallylabelled
graph without unlabelled ａｒｃ。
　　We shall not give the precise definition of the generalized system here。
However, we illustrate the direct derivation for the generalized system with two
examples (cf。ｐｐ。303-306in［7］）。Consider the the general production in Figure
4.1. and the labelled graph Gi　in Figure　4.2. Then　the　labelled graph　Ｇ２　is

























Fig. 4.1　Dotted lines represent the　relation　between　the









Fig. 4.２　The pair Ki, 5i is ａ partition of　Gi for f＝1，2.
　　　　　　　Curved　lines　represent the couplings. The arcs
　　　　　　　a,b, c are distributed such tha七a is to the node
　　　　　　　ni,andろand ｃ are to the node が3.
However, if we consider the partition of　G.'　as shown in Figure 4.3, then　GJ





Thus, 27 labelled graphs are directly derived from the labelled graph Gi according
to the production。

















Fig. 4.4　Dotted arrows represent the　one-to-one　function
　　　　　from the set of unlabelled nodes of Kz onto the
　　　　　set of unlabelled nodes of 瓦．
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Concider the general production in Figure 4.4. Then the labelled graph　G4 is





Fig. 4.5　The pair Ki, So is ａ partition of Ｑ for f＝3,4.
　　　　　Curved lines represent the couplings.
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